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1

VISION AND MOTIVATION

An increased availability of business process execution data, combined with advances in Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI), have laid the ground for the emergence of information systems where the
execution ﬂows are not pre-determined, adaptations do not require explicit changes to software
applications, and improvement opportunities are autonomously discovered, validated, and enabled
on-the-ﬂy. We call such systems Augmented Business Process Management Systems (ABPMSs).
An ABPMS is an AI-empowered, trustworthy, and process-aware information system that reasons and acts upon data within a set of constraints and assumptions, with the aim to continuously
adapt and improve a set of business processes with respect to one or more performance indicators.
This deﬁnition takes as starting point the postulate that an ABPMS is a type of Information
System (IS).
(1) It supports one or more processes. This property sets an ABPMS apart from systems that
use AI to support isolated activities. For example, an Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
software can be used to produce a digital version of a paper invoice. This may be an important activity in a process, but if the software only supports an isolated activity, it is not
process-aware.
(2) It tracks the execution of the processes it supports, ensuring that the process conforms to
a set of restrictions, (e.g., policies) and assumptions (e.g., anticipated process sequencing
and goals). We use the term framing to refer to the speciﬁcation of such restrictions and
assumptions. An ABPMS can operate largely autonomously, within the boundaries set by
the frame, while facilitating human-machine cooperation and guidance.
(3) It is involved in the execution of those processes. This means orchestrating the activities
of the process, such as starting an activity once its preconditions are fulﬁlled. However,
we do not presume that ABPMSs are based on explicit process speciﬁcations, e.g. graphical
process models. Instead, an ABPMS may rely on AI technology, such as, computer vision,
signal processing, Natural Language Understanding (NLU), or knowledge graphs, to develop
its own internal representation of the process. For example, in a cold-chain transportation
dispatch system, a sensor in one of the trucks indicates a malfunctioning in its cooling. As
a result, the system determines that there is enough time for a detour to the nearest service
station and changes the planned route of the truck.
Besides being process-aware, an ABPMS is AI-empowered. This means it employs AI technology
(e.g., machine learning, NLU, automated reasoning). Thus, a Business Process Management System
(BPMS) that does not embed AI capability is not an ABPMS.
Embedding AI into a BPMS makes trust a crucial aspect of acceptance [24, 87]. In a traditional
BPMS, each task or decision in a process is either driven by a human actor or by a software application that executes the task according to pre-determined business logic. In contrast, in an ABPMS,
the system automatically decides if a task is executed at all, and if so, how it will be executed, e.g.
by a human agent or by the system, without pre-deﬁned execution scripts. Thus, trustworthiness is
crucial in an ABPMS. Mayer et al. [63] deﬁne trust as: “the willingness of a party to be vulnerable
to the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will perform a particular
action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that other party”.
Based on this deﬁnition, we postulate that for an ABPMS to be trustworthy, it should enable the
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users who control and monitor its operation to be convinced that they can rely on it. This requires
the ABPMS to give faithful and tactically aligned explanations and to allow its operators to ensure
it is running all business processes as intended and preserving the ability to recover and retract
from undesirable or inconsistent conditions.
In this manifesto, we elaborate on the above deﬁnition of ABPMS by outlining a possible lifecycle
of a business process that is executed, adapted, and continuously improved via AI technology.
Based on this augmented lifecycle, we analyze the characteristics of an ABPMS, and contrast these
characteristics to those of a conventional BPMS [75].
2 AUGMENTED BPMS: A LIFECYCLE
In this section, we focus on the operational lifecycle of an ABPMS, as shown in Figure 1. We
describe the diﬀerent steps, which in turn require the ABPMS to exhibit certain characteristics,
discussed in detail in Section 3. We distinguish between two step types:
• Basic steps (frame, enact, perceive, reason). These are steps that can be found also in the
lifecycle of a traditional BPMS [19], but that are here augmented with AI technologies.
• Advanced steps (explain, adapt, improve) that are speciﬁc to ABPMSs, and only exist when
AI is an integral part of the system.
The lifecycle involves two main actors: the ABPMS itself, and one or more agents that interact
with the ABPMS to achieve their goals while complying with process constraints. In this context,
the term “agent” has to be interpreted as an umbrella term for any autonomous entity entitled
to use and control the ABPMS, whether human or digital. The ABPMS autonomously executes
its lifecycle, while continuously interacting with its agents. This yields an essential ability of the
ABPMS, namely that of conversation.
The lifecycle starts when an agent frames the ABPMS, that is, equips the ABPMS with initial
constraints and goals. Constraints may incorporate diﬀerent types of knowledge, such as predeﬁned procedures, norms, regulatory constraints, commonsense rules, and best practices. The frame
deﬁnes the boundaries within which the ABPMS should operate. How the frame is speciﬁed (e.g.,
whether it is interpreted and veriﬁed symbolically, or used to rewards or other indirect compliance
mechanisms) depends on the AI techniques that the ABPMS incorporates. In any case, since an
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Fig. 1. The ABPMS lifecycle. Rounded rectangles represent lifecycle steps, while arrows denote sequencing.
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ABPMS seeks to optimize a set of measurable outcomes, these constraints are likely to refer to Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs). Such KPIs enable the ABPMS to understand whether the goals are
met, or to estimate how distant it currently is from a goal state. Note that an ABPMS may have
multiple competing goals and may be tasked with ﬁnding an optimal trade-oﬀ between them.
In terms of business process speciﬁcation languages, framing can employ a wide repertoire
of diﬀerent modeling languages, covering: (i) traditional graphical process modeling languages
employing such as BPMN [19]. (ii) ﬂexible process modeling languages [79], including declarative
approaches such as Declare [67, 73] and DCR graphs [69] equipped with temporal logic-based
semantics [13, 68]; (iii) “hybrid” combinations of these languages (see, e.g., [15, 83, 88]).
The actual process enforced by the ABPMS is in general not directly obtained from the provided
constraints, but instead emerges from the ABPMS itself in later stages of the lifecycle. At the same
time, diﬀerent modes of execution for the ABPMS can be instrumented depending on how the
system is framed. At one extreme of framing we have the case where an agent instructs the ABPMS
with a very speciﬁc goal (such as maximize proﬁt and minimize time-to-delivery in an order-tocash scenario), and a detailed set of strict constraints yielding an imperative process (such as a
BPMN deﬁnition of the order-to-cash process to adopt). This makes framing essentially equivalent
to the modeling step within the traditional BPMS lifecycle. At the other extreme of framing, we
have the situation in which only general goals are given, leaving the ABPMS completely free to
decide how to best achieve them.
Once an initial framing is completed, the lifecycle enters into its central stage, namely processaware execution. This consists of the alternation/rotation between perceiving, reasoning, and enactment. Such rotation serves as the intrinsic mechanism that accommodates for process-awareness,
continuously tracking the state of aﬀairs, and constantly ensuring the execution respects the corresponding framing.
During this stage the system autonomously executes a process that emerges from the ABPMS
itself depending on (continuously updated) goals and constraints, as well as additional extensional
and intentional information obtained by the ABPMS during execution. Internally, this stage is
structured following the well-known sense-think-act cycle, a widely adopted paradigm to deﬁne
architectures of dynamic AI systems [82].
Process-aware execution is substantiated by three main steps. First, the ABPMS perceives the environment and acquires new data concerning the process and the current state of aﬀairs. Such data
may be heterogeneous, with diﬀerent levels of granularity and degrees of certainty. For example,
the ABPMS may acquire event data directly from a workﬂow management system, from structured
legacy systems [8], and/or from unstructured textual and visual sources [46]. Such data may be
incomplete and uncertain. For example, when using a video camera to detect relevant event data,
it may not be straightforward to distinguish whether a clerk is inspecting a package or loading it
into a truck, and the recorded view may be partial.
Although the perceived data often refer to the extensional level, i.e., to facts that the ABPMS
perceives to be true about the world, they may also pertain to the intentional level, i.e., the process
enacted by the ABPMS. Examples of extensional data of the ﬁrst kind are the creation of a new
order by the customer or the detection of a defect in a package. Examples of intentional data of the
second kind are a new inspection procedure for packages that must be acquired by the ABPMS, or
the reﬁnement of a previously acquired constraint.
Transforming collected data into information, extracting relevant events, pondering about their
uncertainty, and combining them with the process, constraints and goals towards deciding which
actions to take next is the purpose of the second step, namely reasoning. This pertains to a wide
repertoire of relevant AI techniques that may be employed by the ABPMS, such as data integration,
event/state recognition, knowledge (graph) construction, planning, simulation, reasoning about
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actions and goals, veriﬁcation, estimation, and prediction of the short and long-term eﬀects and
rewards of actions.
Next, the actual execution is carried out in the consequent, enactment step, where the ABPMS
uses its own actuators to interact with the environment. This interaction may occur directly or
indirectly. For example, the ABPMS may autonomously create and send an invoice to a customer,
if it has direct access to the ERP system of the organization; if it has no access, it may alternatively
converse with a human operator from the sales department or with an external software agent
to perform the action. The latter scenario typically characterizes physical actions to be directly
performed in the world, in case the ABPMS is not equipped with physical actuators.
Once an enactment step is performed, a new perception step is typically carried out, sensing
the induced eﬀects of the action and starting a new iteration of the cycle.
At any step during the execution cycle, the ABPMS system may decide to perform one of the
advanced steps: provide explanations about the past, current, and anticipated states of the system,
adapt itself to new circumstances and drifts, as well as improve (e.g., optimize) its execution against
its goals, the available resources, and the framing constraints. The execution of those tasks could
lead the ABPMS to revise and update its internal knowledge both at the extensional level, by adding
and revising information about objects, relations, facts and events, and at the intentional one, by
evolving its internal model of the process, as well as its constraints and goals. In other words, the
ABPMS may autonomously reframe itself on the basis of the newly acquired knowledge and a
corresponding adaptation, improvement, or explanation step, while respecting the previous frame
(cf. Section 3.1). Importantly, reframing can also be carried out by the agents themselves, depending
on the current circumstances and the continuous evolution of goals and requirements.
3

CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ABPMS

To realize the ABPMS lifecycle, we postulate that an ABPMS should be: (1) (framed) autonomous
to act independently and proactively; (2) conversationally actionable to seamlessly interact with
agents whenever necessary; (3) adaptive to react to changes in its environment; (4) (self-)improving
to ensure the optimal achievement of its goals; (5) explainable to ensure the trust and hence the
cooperation of the human agents.
3.1 (Framed) Autonomous
One characteristic that is inherent, yet implicit, in the presented lifecycle is that an ABPMS acts
autonomously within the provided frame. This means that the system performs the lifecycle steps
independently and proactively. ABPMSs can leverage AI capabilities to assess the circumstances
of a speciﬁc situation and then independently select and execute the most appropriate action. This
is particularly apparent for the reasoning step, where ABPMSs can draw on either symbolic or
sub-symbolic AI capabilities to ﬁnd its own patterns and make deductions.
The degree of autonomy depends on the framing, which determines the system’s actions in two
ways. First, framing acts as a maximal permissive boundary for the execution of the ABPMS. It
provides the goals and constrains within which the process is executed. As stated in Section 2, the
ABPMS may independently reframe itself if it acquires new knowledge during adaption, improvement, or explanation. However, the designer may restrict the ABPMS’s autonomy to reframe itself.
We refer to this capability as meta-framing. Meta-framing gives designers the option to determine
which parts of the frame are modiﬁable and which can only be modiﬁed via human instructions.
For example, an ABPMS may be allowed to autonomously change the price by up to 10% but has
to ask permission for any larger changes. Meta-framing allows designers to control the degree of
autonomy of the ABPMS, from a system that acts fully autonomously to one that is never allowed
to reframe itself. This facilitates a gradual buildup of trust on the part of the human agents.
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Seeing the process enacted by the ABPMS as a maximally permissive behavior conﬁned within
the boundaries of the current frame is reminiscent of supervisory control [11, 97] and synthesis
[22] in discrete-event systems. Our setting is arguably more complex due to the nature of the frame,
which includes both hard constraints, soft constraints, and diﬀerent types of goals, in addition to
a continuous evolution and adaptation of the frame itself.
The second implication of the framing on the degree of autonomy relates to the abilities of the
ABPMS to capture its environment. The potential actions that the ABPMS may take depend on
the information that is provided during framing. The more information the ABPMS has about the
context of the process and its underlying constraints and assumptions, the more it is able to make
its own informed decisions and act accordingly. Ideally, the ABPMS will be adjustably autonomous,
i.e., able to recognize areas where it needs more information, and then ask one of its agents to
provide it.
3.2 Conversationally Actionable
An ABPMS is expected to act largely autonomously, reducing the involvement of human agents.
However, those agents are still an essential part of the ABPMS lifecycle. Hence, being able to
interact with humans eﬀectively is a central characteristic of an ABPMS [70]. Depending on the
level of autonomy, the ABPMS may ask for input or guidance to frame the process appropriately.
In return, the human agent may ask the ABPMS for some facts. The agent might also provide the
ABPMS with new insights about the execution context. These situations require direct interaction
between the ABPMS and a human agent.
To keep the human eﬀort at a minimum, we postulate that an ABPMS should be conversationally
actionable, i.e., able to proactively communicate with human agents about process-related actions,
goals, and intentions, using natural language possibly enhanced with richer interfaces. This characteristic ensures that the ABPMS seamlessly integrates into the workday of the human agents.
Here, “conversational” means that the ABPMS oﬀers interfaces for both written and spoken natural language to cater to the users’ preferences and to facilitate both synchronous and asynchronous
communication. In addition, it can adapt its mode of conversation to both the preferences of the
user, the type of information that needs to be communicated, and the situation in which the communication happens.
“Actionable” means that the ABPMS makes concrete recommendations to the user and engages
in a discussion about their beneﬁts and drawbacks. For example, if a manager enters the oﬃce in
the morning, they could verbally ask the ABPMS for a recap of the previous day’s process performance. The ABPMS could then present the requested information as an interactive dashboard and
recommend inspect some erroneous cases. The manager can interact with the dashboard, ask the
ABPMS for potential options to mitigate those problems, and engage in a discussion to eventually
ﬁnd counter-measures.
3.3 Adaptive
Business processes are often embedded in dynamic contexts characterized by uncertainty and
change [3]. ABPMSs must be able to operate under these circumstances. For example, a person
who was competent to perform an activity yesterday may no longer be certiﬁed for its execution
today, such that the ABPMS has to reassign the activity without disrupting the process execution.
A machine that performed some manufacturing activity may have broken down, such that the
ABPMS has to ﬁnd a substitute, or the machine has become temporarily unavailable such that the
APBMS has to redirect or slow down process ﬂows to avoid cascading interruptions [89]. The company may acquire new knowledge, such as an expert’s opinion, or new tools, such as AI technology,
that enable the execution of previously unknown process steps.
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An ABPMS must therefore be able to adapt itself to the new process context in real time. It
needs to notice changes in its environment and react appropriately. In contrast to conventional
BPMSs, where ad-hoc changes to individual process instances may be performed only via human
interventions [12], an ABPMS may trigger adaptations autonomously. Thus, the ABPMS should
be able to perform sequences of ad-hoc inferencing activities to resolve unforeseen issues.
3.4 Self-Improving
Whereas the adaptive nature of an ABPMS refers to its capabilities to react to external changes, an
ABPMS should also proactively anticipate changes and be constantly self-improving. This means
that an ABPMS should predict changes and be optimally prepared for those changes. For example,
an ABPMS can detect the gradually decreasing precision of a production machine and predict that
it will have to undergo maintenance operations within the next weeks. It can then schedule those
operations for a day when the predicted workload is low and reserve capacities on other machines
to take over the concerned process step.
The objective of the ABPMS is to strike optimal trade-oﬀs between the competing performance
measures of its process, such as operational cost and waiting times [52]. Therefore, it autonomously
decides what needs to be done to achieve such trade-oﬀs. These decisions may aﬀect the whole
process or individual cases and be temporary or permanent. In the above example of a production
process, the ABPMS can either schedule the maintenance immediately or wait for a day with a low
production workload, weighing a longer production time and higher cost against a higher output
quality.
3.5 Explainable
Acceptance of AI technologies requires users to understand the rationale of their inner working [76]. To this end, Explainability for AI (XAI) aims to highlight decision-relevant features in the
algorithmic model that either contribute to the model accuracy or to a speciﬁc prediction for one
particular observation [76]. This includes post-hoc methods for feature-dependence quantiﬁcation
such as backpropagation and perturbation-based techniques [81] or model agnostics techniques
such as SHAP [54].
Explainability is one of several properties required to achieve trustworthiness. Toreini et al. [90]
identify four aspects of trustworthiness: Fairness, Explainability, Auditability, and Safety (FEAS).
Fairness technologies focus on detection or prevention of discrimination and bias in diﬀerent demographics; explainability technologies focus on explaining and interpreting the outcome to the
stakeholders (including end-users) in a humane manner; auditability technologies focus on enabling third parties and regulators to supervise, challenge or monitor the operation of the model(s);
safety technologies focus on ensuring the operation of the model as intended in presence of active or passive malicious attacker. In the scope of an ABPMS, we view explainability in its business broader sense, also governing for fairness and other regulatory concerns (hence, auditability),
whereas the safety aspect is addressed in the framing step.
In the context of the ABPMS lifecycle, we consider process-aware explainability as an inherent
property of the system (XABPMS), being equipped with the ability to independently and continuously reason about process enactment outcomes (a ’second-tier’ of reasoning), most often retrospectively. This includes ongoing capturing of key conditions (e.g., historical framing that reﬂect
timely assumptions and beliefs) and the ability to draw inferential associations (dependencies)
between such conditions and intermediary process execution results (i.e., reasoning and/or enactment). Such drawing helps to autonomously establish/quantify the situational validity of any
derived process output. Constantly tracking such inferential associations could be used to discover
invalid or insigniﬁcant results and may also be a basis for the ability to retract process executions.
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XABPMSs extend XAI, taking into account the BP sequencing semantics as a means to streamline series of inferential reasoning associations.
4

RESEARCH CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

Enabling ABPMSs requires overcoming a handful of research challenges. Some of the more prominently identiﬁed research directions are the following:
4.1 Situation-aware Explainability
The vision about ABPMSs, as opposed to BPMSs, is that such a system may possess an intrinsic
functionality (i.e., the ‘explain’ step in ﬁg. 1) that is intended to act upon situations that cannot be
‘explained’. ‘Explaining’ is used here as a general term, which could unfold itself into a variety of
articulated queries such as: “what are the reasons for X? why was current X derived? when was
X concluded? refuted?” As an inherent step, explainability should be realised to have its output
presented to the agent, so to have the agent (human or some AI incarnation) be able to understand
and accordingly act upon it and the evolving situation inducing it (e.g., retract to a point in time
when the inconsistency could be eliminated). Existing techniques lack in many cases clear semantics of their reasoning and remain detached from broader process context. For example: consider
a patient already awaiting admission to a surgery while a new lab result arrives with some new
metrics that reverse the need to operate. Will the system be able to actively stop the process and
retract to the point at which surgery may need to be re-assessed?
Providing explanations on why a machine state is reached has been recently investigated, motivated by the opaqueness of so called “black-box” approaches [38, 39]. Finding an appropriate
explanation is not easy, because this requires understanding the context and providing a description of causality and consequences of a given fact. Frequently, explanations cannot be derived
from “local" inference (e.g., current undergoing task or decision in a business process), but require
explicit bookkeeping that links the current execution frame to its corresponding chain of causal
inferential associations, allowing traceability and trackability to the (root) causes that contributed
to its deduction. Maintaining this type of historical inference associations is necessary to provide
explanations at the process ("global") level. Jan et al. [41] motivate the need for process-aware explanations. Here, process-aware explainability refers to taking advantage of the knowledge of the
business process deﬁnitions and full runtime process traces for better explanations.
The embedding of AI in the context of BP enables considering richer, time-related, contextual
information that relates to application of each AI capability during some process execution. While
time might be the most prominent factor aﬀecting a system’s state, other factors including location
(spatial) and objects grouping (claim process behaves diﬀerently for diﬀerent types of customers),
and combinations of these, are also of importance and should be taken into consideration when
analyzing diﬀerent outcomes and behaviors.
Our proposed research direction goes beyond taking into account the sequencing imposed by
the process, and includes a much broader reasoning context in the lifecycle of an ABPMS which is
responsible for capturing the relevant situational factors beyond the mere local context. Hence, our
desire in an ABPMS is to enable a broad, situation-aware explainability, one that is able to capture
traces of reasoning highlights (i.e., combination of ‘reasoning’ parts and corresponding framing),
and is able to reﬂect potential inferential associations that go beyond the local reasoning context.
Further to this, situation-aware explainability also entails ongoing tracking of inferential associations between subsequent enactments, as a basis to gaining conﬁdence in its ability to retract upon
inconsistencies, and handle a large variety of situations.
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As with the emergence of Reason Maintenance Systems (e.g., [18]) in relation to knowledge
bases back in the 70s, the consideration of AI in the context of processes presents a unique opportunity for further developments of new explainability techniques and process execution management infrastructure. Complemented by contemporary advances in causal reasoning (e.g., [71, 72]),
such infrastructure could be developed to determine plausible justiﬁcations for process decisions
and results (intermediary or eventual) in real-time, to allow for valid establishment of reasoning in retrospect. Speciﬁcally, event knowledge graphs [23] which encode behavioral and causal
inter-dependencies of objects and actors over time in the context of process ﬂows and process
knowledge allow to symbolically represent situations of all kinds for situation-aware reasoning.
Such techniques may be used to facilitate the (automatic or by humans) tracking of execution consistency, for better understanding of process ﬂows and process outcomes, and to drive ongoing
process improvements (at either design- or retraction at run-time).
4.2 Augmented Process Automation
An ABPMS should be able to achieve more complex automation than a traditional BPMS by using AI to minimize human-dependent training and supporting human users to execute complex
tasks that entail decision making. A partial solution to this issue is provided by Robotic Process
Automation (RPA) technology [93]. RPA is intended to operate on the user interface (UI) of software applications by creating software robots that automate mouse and keyboard interactions to
perform repetitive tasks previously done by humans on the UI. This minimizes human error due
to mental lapses resulting from boredom or exhaustion. A critical component to the usage of RPA
is related to the identiﬁcation of opportunities for automation to add the RPA technology in the
right place and maximize its potential [50].
Even though the research in RPA shows promising methods for assessing automation opportunities [1, 5, 49], in practice tasks amenable to be automated are identiﬁed manually by subject
matter experts. In addition, identifying automatic tasks only solves part of the problem. In fact,
many tasks do not reﬂect routine work, and diﬀerent users may adopt varying work practices for
the same task, making it diﬃcult to realize full process automation, which is not always feasible
from a technical point of view.
Diﬀerently from RPA, an ABPMS does not aim at fully replacing the human users working on
a process, but rather at leveraging AI techniques to augment the humans’ capabilities and stimulate their tacit knowledge for executing process tasks in a trustworthy manner. A way to address
this challenge is to rely on the concept of Hybrid Process Intelligence [91], which postulates that
an AI component must interact with human users as a “learning apprentice”, adapting itself to the
users’ work practices (and not vice versa). To realize this vision, a two-sided interaction is required
between the ABPMS and the human user. On the one hand, an ABPMS must be capable of recognizing previously unnoticed situations, and seamlessly escalate key decisions about individual cases
or groups of cases to human decision makers, providing them with contextualized information
and scenario assessments to support eﬀective decision-making. On the other hand, human users’
can always override a decision taken by the ABPMS to prevent it from making mistakes. Notably,
the corrective actions performed by the human should be leveraged by the ABPMS to enhance its
internal learning of the process and improve its autonomy.
4.3 Automated Process Adaptation
The management of processes in dynamic contexts requires that an ABPMS provides real-time
monitoring and automated adaptation features during process execution to adapt processes to exceptions, exogenous events and any contextual change that may happen at run-time, by preserving
their structure and minimising any human intervention.
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Initial research work addressing the need of adaptive process management can be traced back
to the late 90s and early 2000s [9, 10, 20, 21, 36, 42, 55]. Abstracting from the speciﬁc techniques
and implementations, a common behavioral pattern can be identiﬁed. At design-time, a process
designer identiﬁes possible exceptions that may occur and speciﬁes suitable exception handlers to
catch and ﬁx the exceptions. At run-time, errors, constraint violations and other events might interrupt the process ﬂow. The exception is detected and thrown, and an exception handler is invoked
to catch the exception. Not surprisingly, this pattern resembles exception handling mechanisms in
programming languages.
In an attempt to increase the level of user support, the ADEPT system and its evolutions [48,
77, 78] rely on the possibility of performing structural ad-hoc changes over process instances
at run-time. Structural adaptation techniques have been systematized through the identiﬁcation
of adaptation patterns [94], i.e., predeﬁned change operations for adding, deleting or replacing
process activities. Similarly, semi-automated approaches using case-based reasoning have been
proposed in [65, 95]. They exploit available knowledge about previously performed changes, so
that users can retrieve and apply it to adapt a process.
While in the previous work the degree of automation is generally limited to manual ad-hoc
changes performed by experienced users, an ABPMS is in need of techniques that go beyond hardcoded solutions that put all the burden on IT professionals, which often lack the needed knowledge
to model all possible contingencies at the outset, or this knowledge can become obsolete as process
instances are executed and evolve, by making useless their initial eﬀort.
In this direction, a number of techniques from the ﬁeld of AI have been applied to BPMSs with
the aim of increasing the degree of automated process adaptation [56, 57]. In [30, 31, 58, 59], if a
task failure occurs at run-time and leads to a process goal violation, a new complete process deﬁnition that complies with the goal is generated relying on a partial-order AI planner. As a side eﬀect,
this often signiﬁcantly modiﬁes the assignment of tasks to process participants. The work [6] proposes a goal-driven approach to adapt processes to run-time context changes. Process and context
changes that prevent goal achievement are speciﬁed at design-time and recovery strategies are
built at run-time through an adaptation mechanism based on service composition via AI planning.
Recently, the SmartPM approach [60, 61] has been proposed. It relies on a planning-based mechanism that requires no predeﬁned handler to build on-the-ﬂy the recovery procedure required to
adapt a running process instance. Speciﬁcally, adaptation in SmartPM is seen as reducing the gap
between the expected reality, i.e., the (idealized) model of reality that reﬂects the intended outcome
of the task execution, and the physical reality, i.e., the real world with the actual values of conditions and outcomes. If a recovery procedure is needed during process execution (this happens if
the two realities are diﬀerent from each other), SmartPM invokes an AI planner to build a recovery
procedure as a plan, which can thereby resolve exceptions that were not designed into the original
process.
SmartPM, which can be considered as an implementation of the digital twin paradigm [84], provides an important demonstration of how automated adaption can be incorporated into an ABPMS.
However, SmartPM requires the design-time deﬁnition of the family of tasks involved in a process,
annotated with pre-and post-conditions expressed in terms of data objects and attributes, and
when changes to them become relevant. This may speciﬁcally require situation-aware descriptions of tasks in the context of complete, partially speciﬁed, under-speciﬁed process fragments of
desired or forbidden behavior over the history and expected future evolution of all involved data
objects and actors [27, 28, 37]. Conversely, in an ABMPS, extensions are needed to incorporate
new data types and tasks during run-time and to permit richer kinds of data and knowledge in the
planning, which can be a daunting task. To easy the achievement of this task, a possible solution is
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to employ speciﬁc design patterns and heuristics at design-time [62, 83] that may help to improve
the system’s ability to deal with unanticipated situations at run-time.
4.4

Perspective Agility

In contrast to BPMSs where the process model is predeﬁned, ABPMSs should support processes
with unknown (or incomplete) structure at design-time [27, 28, 37] that may emerge at run-time.
To realize this vision, an ABPMS must support a mixture of formalisms (e.g., imperative, declarative, goal-oriented, and actor routines and habits) and interrelated artifact types (e.g., temporal
constraints, goal speciﬁcations, ﬂowcharts, and data objects) and behaviours to achieve agile process executions.
The challenge of multi-perspective support of processes thereby has to be addressed in two
aspects: (1) integrating various formalisms, conceptualizations, symbolic, and sub-symbolic representations of processes and execution ﬂows and (2) integrating behavioral characteristics and
constraints of entities interacting in the shared process context.
The ﬁrst aspect was tackled in the BPM literature mainly in the modelling [47], monitoring [40]
and mining [35] phases, even if always targeting the integration of imperative and declarative
formalisms only. The concept of perspective agility as a run-time issue is (partly) addressed by
the philosophy behind Case Management and Modeling Notation (CMMN) standard [96]. CMMN
provides the possibility for ad-hoc sequencing that emerges by the case. Another alternative to
CMMN could be to rely on the belief-desire-intention (BDI) agent perspective [33]. In BDI, an agent
is described by its beliefs (i.e., the information an agent has about itself and its environment), its
desires (i.e., motivations of the agent that drive its course of action), and its derived intentions (i.e.,
the short-term plans that the agent wants to execute). In an ABPMS, a process can be executed
considering the current goal and the context to determine the next step of the process, and the
agent can be seen as an assistant of the user who is responsible for driving a task through the
process, whose real structure is discovered only during the process enactment. CMMN and BDI
are only two examples. We envision that drawing explicit linkages among formalisms (e.g., through
ontology mappings) can help synchronize the speciﬁcation of diﬀerent formalisms in a processoriented way, towards multi-perspective support during process execution.
The second aspect has initially been researched to study the interplay of processes and data
objects for automated reasoning. To this end, data-centric process models have been investigated,
enriching persistent data models with process-aware dynamics [7, 17]. In addition, declarative
and procedural process modeling formalisms have been extended with data inspection and manipulation capabilities. This led to a ﬂourishing series of approaches, ranging from case variables
and decisions [4, 14, 29] to process networks that co-evolve multiple objects involved in one-tomany and many-to-many relationships [2, 25, 26, 34, 64, 74], which called for novel process mining
techniques [53, 92]. Recently, also the behavioral inﬂuence of actors and resources on the processes they perform has been investigated from the angle of performance. This research led to
integrating queueing models and process models [86] and the detection of complex performance
patterns [16, 43]. This also allowed to increase accuracy in process prediction [44, 85], inferring
otherwise unobservable behavior [26] and detecting emergent system-level phenomena [89]. Further, integrating explicit behavioral descriptions of process executions and actors allows to detect
complex task execution patterns describing organizational routines and individual habits that involve multiple actors and process executions that evolve over time [45]. All these approaches have
in common that they integrate two or more “behavioral dimensions” or explicitly consider a multitude of observations in one dimension, e.g., all cases passing through a queue. What emerges
is the need to explicitly distinguish diﬀerent kinds of objects as well as their “trajectories” over
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time. We envision that a simple, but ﬂexibly extensible graph-based model (e.g., [23]) are capable
of encoding the concepts and phenomena so far studied separately in a uniform format.
Any solution to perspective agility thereby fundamentally has to oﬀer the capability to describe
and allow inference of the process in any chosen (combination of) perspectives.
4.5 Actionable Conversations
Reducing the need for direct human involvement in a business process is one of the key features
envisioned by an ABPMS. To achieve that, we state that conversational interfaces with business
processes may represent an interesting solution to facilitate the interaction between an ABPMS
and the users, providing them with a natural language tool with a low learning curve to interact
with. Nowadays, there is a strong industry trend towards automating processes using reactive
conversational agents (e.g., chatbots) [51, 66], which rely on simple scripts that drive users through
a series of predeﬁned questions. Conversely, an ABPMS should provide an interface, which relies
on AI to create dynamic conversations that not only responds to user queries and performs actions
on their behalf, but also initiates conversations with users in order to inform them of the process
progression, alert them of relevant process changes (e.g., changes in demand distribution, customer
behavior, or resource performance and availability), and make recommendations for interventions
in order to improve performance with respect to relevant performance targets.
To develop such proactive actionable conversations with an ABPMS, we posit that an integrated
usage of Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning techniques should be adopted, utilising their ability to infer conversation meaning from relevant vocabulary and remember previous
conversations with users, enabling tailored responses for recurrent users. In this direction, some
recent papers touched on the importance of natural language understanding in business process
automation. Among them, in [32], the authors present an approach towards less reactive chatbot development that relies on natural language understanding and generative machine learning
models, emphasizing the importance of “synthesis from examples”. While a signiﬁcant overhead
and domain knowledge are necessary to implement this approach, its predictable and controllable
behavior makes it a robust candidate to be adopted for enterprise chatbots. In [80], the authors
present a multi-agent framework to develop a conversational assistant supporting the capability
of autonomously executing tasks in a business process, although many relevant challenges still
need to be tackled, such as scalability, agent overlap (i.e., as the number of agents in the framework increases, some agent functionality and knowledge may overlap) and access control (some
agents must not be accessible to speciﬁc users).
5

CONCLUSION

The introduction of AI technology into BPMSs creates a range of opportunities to exploit automation in business processes to make them more resourceful, with minimal, yet eﬀective, engagement
with human agents during their execution. These opportunities require a signiﬁcant shift in the
way the BPMS operates and interacts with its operators (both human and digital agents). While traditional BPMSs encode pre-deﬁned ﬂows and rules, an ABPMS is able to reason about the current
state of the process (or across several processes) to determine a course of action that improves the
performance of the process. To fully exploit this capability, the ABPMS needs a degree of autonomy.
Naturally, this autonomy needs to be framed by operational assumptions, goals, and environmental constraints. Also, ABPMSs need to engage conversationally with human agents, they need to
explain their actions, and they need to recommend adaptations or improvements in the way the
process is performed.
This manifesto outlined a number of research challenges that need to be overcome to realize
systems that exhibit these characteristics. We cannot bring a proper closure to this manifesto as
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it stands in contrast with its purpose of being a trigger for future research. The postulated characteristics of an ABPMS are not exhaustive. They should rather be grasped as a ﬁrst step towards
shaping the notion of ABPMSs. Similarly, the stated challenges should be seen as an open call
to design, develop, and validate methods and techniques that contribute to achieve the vision of
an ABPMS as a system that exploits the capabilities of AI technology to support the continuous
improvement of business processes during and as part of their execution.
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